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Electoral Choice and Individual Characteristics 
Toward A Bio-Data Approach 
ROBERT T . GOLEMBIEWSKI 
University of Georgia , 
KEITH R. BILLINGSLEY 
University of Georgia , 
and 
ROBERT MU ZE RIDER 
Pennsylvania Stat e University , Capitol Campus 
A long tradition of scholarship bas urged the centrality of individu al 
characteristics in understanding political behavior. 1 However , serious 
methodological and measurement problems bedevil efforts to explicate the 
details of this core-insight. 2 Basically, the difficulties inhere in the unavailabil-
ity of comprehensive descriptors of individual differences , which unavailabil-
ity generates grave concerns about the reliability and validity of any observed 
interactions with political behavior. 
The present purpose is to illustrate the promise of the Bio-Data 3 approach 
for dealing with individual differences and political behavior , with the em-
phasis on voting. Three points are involved. First, three common ways of 
dealing with individual differences in political research will be distinguished, 
with emphasis on their limitations . Second, the unique features of the com-
prehensive Bio-Data approach will be described. Third , several measures of 
electora l behavior will be analyzed to illustrate the descriptive and predictive 
potential of the Bio-Data approach. 
THREE COMMO APPROACHES TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
The linkages between political behavior and individual characteristics 
have been exp lored in three basic ways. Perhaps the dominant approach has 
been developmental-individual, in which insight about a person's political 
dynamics am sought via exploration of individual developmental experiences. 
1 For example , Walter Lippman took it as a central postulate that ··to talk about politics 
without reference to human beings . . . is just the deepest error in our political thinking .·· 
Preface to Politics ( ew York: Mitchell Kennerley , 1913), p. 3. 
2 Fred I. Greenst e in, Personality and Politics (Chicago : Markham, 1969). 
3 William A. Owens, "A Quasi-Actuarial Basis for Individu al Assessment ," American 
Psychologist . Vol. 26 (November , 1971), pp . 992-99; and Lyle F . Schoenfeldt , "Maximum 
Manpower Utilization : Development , Impl ementation , and Evaluation of An Assessment-
Classification Model. " Paper presented at Annual Meeting , American Psychological Association , 
Honolulu, September 1972. 
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The conceptual framework may be Freudian , for example , or one of the 
several available theories of personality development. The targets for analysis 
may be "normals ," but more often they are psychopathologic or at least may be 
located several standard deviations from the mean . 4 And the targets for 
analysis may be individual goliaths of history, retrospectively analyzed long 
after their deaths; 5 or they may be Everyman who are still in the earlier stages 
of developing their political consciousnesses. 6 Whatever these variations , the 
common research focus is on this central question : What factors in H's 
experience - either as a child or as an early adult- help explain X's political 
behavior? Typically, also, the research population is small, often with = l. 
A second approach may be called developmental-cultural, and is 
exemplified by studies of national character or political cultures. Their key 
research questions have a macro-emphasis such as: What common develop-
mental experiences explain the adoption by an aggregation of people - a 
tribe, culture, a city, or even a nation-state - of a particular form or style of 
govemance? 7 
A third approach may be called associational-individual, and it searches 
for the covariants of more or less specific political behaviors or attitudes , often 
by survey research techniques applied to large populations. 8 An illustrative 
research question asks: Do individual variations in a sense of political efficacy, 
in this population, covary with differences in voting? 
For many purposes, these several lines of inquiry can be similarly 
evaluated in terms of their contributions to an empirical theory of individual 
differences and political behavior. Five emphases suffice here. First, given 
the sometimes-substantial merits of individual studies, their impact has been 
more ad hoc than cumulative. 9 Second , such studies usually deal with only a 
narrow range of descriptors, and these few variables typically do not seek to 
tap orthogonal dimensions of reality. 1° Consequently, even marked relation-
4 Most prominent is Harold D. Lasswell's Psychopathology and Politics (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press , 1930). 
5As in Alexander L. George and Juliette L. George, Woodrow Wilson and Colon el Hous e: A 
Personality Studl[ (New York: John Day , 1956); or James D. Barber, The Presidential Chara cter 
(Engl ewood Clifls, N. J. : Prentice -Hall , 1972). 
6As in Robert E . Lane , Political Ideology (New York: Free Press , 1962). 
7 Alexis de Tocqueville ' sDemocracy in Am erica (New York: Vintage Books, 1955), Vols. I and 
II , illustrates earlier versions of the genre , with later examples including Ruth Benedict 's The 
Chry santh emum arid the Sword (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1946). 
8 Much of the work in the "political socialization " literature exemplifies this genre . 
"This conclusion , for example , holds even for the spate of community studies , which 
self-consciously sought commonalities as a basis for generalizations that eventually would support 
typologies . Perhaps the most ambitious effort was the Yankee City Series , headed by W. Lloyd 
Warner. 
1
°For the methodological framework underlying this conclusion , see Robert T. Golem-
biewski , William Welsch , and William Crotty, A Methodological P1imer for Political Scientists 
(Chicago : Rand McNally , 1969). 
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ships in the literature rest on variables having indetenninate validity and 
reliability. Third , descriptors in even the best-designed studies commonly 
account for little of the variance in individual target variables. 11 Fourth, 
consequently, replicative studies are difficult to interpret even where they 
exist, since they usually provide ambiguous evidence of even marked relation-
ships indicated by a previous study. For example, replicative studies may 
more reflect the impact of unspecified intervening variables than they testify 
to regularities in nature. Fifth, such research gives little promise of working 
toward a reliable and valid way of classifying individuals into some small 
number of groups that would immensely facilitate analysis and prediction. 
This is a serious deficiency for scienti£c effort. 
BIO-DATA APPROACH TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
The Bio-Data approach to individual differences seeks to avoid or moder-
ate these several and severe conceptual or measurement problems. Basically , 
as evolved under the guidance of psychologist William A. Owens , 12 the 
Bio-Data approach seeks to systematically classify a large number of individu-
als into a small number of sub-groups, based on simultaneous comparisons of 
the similarities/differences of all individuals on a broad range of biographic 
items. The Bio-Data approach factor-analyzes such items to generate a set of 
"developmental-interest dimensions ," consistent with the central premise 
that past behavior and experiences are the best predictors offuture behavior. 
Table l details the factors interpreted from one large data batch, freshman 
males at the University of Georgia. 13 The stability of the factors is suggested 
by the fact that a short questionnaire form has been developed whose items 
generate factor scores that correlate highly with the long-form. 
11This evaluation is similar to Edwin E. Ghiselli's conclusion about the status of research in 
an area that has seen long-standing and sophisticated attention to individual diffe rences . See his 
The Validity of Occupational Aptitude Tests ( ew York: Wiley , 1966). 
12 For early developm ental work , see William A. Owens and E. R. Henry , Biograp hical Data 
in Industrial Psychology (Greensboro , N. Car.: Creativity Researc h Institute , 1966). 
13The Bio-Data approach initially distinguished male and female sub-samples. More re-
cently, B. B. Anderson has demonstrated that both sexes can be encompassed by a single set of 
Bio-Data sub-groups. See An lnterinstitutional Comparison of Dimensions of Student Develop-
ment: A Step Toward the Coal of A Comprehensive Develo pmental-Inte grat ive Model of Human 
Behavior. Unpublished doctoral dissertation , University of Georgia, 1972. 
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TABLE 1. Bio-Data Factor s, or Developmental-Interest 
Dimen sions, Males Only , Described in Terms of High-Scoring Individuals . 
Factor 
1. Warmth of Pare ntal Relationship 
Had a close, warm re lationship with both par ents; 
parent s were very likely to give affection, prai se and 
attention; wanted to imit ate and be like the father. 
2. Academic Achieve ment 
High standin g in high school class; often on the semeste r 
honor roll ; very competitiv e and success ful in 
academic situ ations. 
3. Social Introv ersion 
Compared to others in high school: fewer casual 
friend s, fewer dates, less popular, more self-conscious 
and ineffective in mee tin g demand s of social situ ations. 
4. Athle tic Int erest 
Very active in athl etic activiti es; often engaged 
in tea m sport s; enjoyed ph ysical edu cation cour ses; 
rated past performance in ph ysical activities very high. 
5. Pseudointe llec tualism 
Regularly read literary, business, scientific magazines; 
watched edu cational and cultu ral TV shows. 
6. Aggressiveness/ Ind ependence (Verbal) 
E njoye d discussion cour ses, and tended to try to 
make others see their point of view; qu estioned 
teachers on subject matt er a lot; we re often rega rded 
as radical or unconventional; often want ed 
to be alone to pur sue own thought s and inte rests. 
7. Socioeconomic Status (SE S) 
High pare ntal edu cational leve l; average family 
income and father's occupational is high. 
8. Parental Cont rol vs. Fr ee dom 
Parent s were more stri ct , critical, or punitiv e; 
ange r was often shown by or at parents; were allowed 
much less free dom or independence. 
9. Positive Adjustm ent Response Bias 
Rarely wished to beco me more socially acceptable; 
less often chose 11.arent s or frie nds as someone to 
"Take thin gs out ' on; less often felt downcast , 
dejected or self-conscious; not typical to daydr eam. 
10. Scientific Int e rest 
Enj oyed science and lab courses, and found them 
relatively easy; worked with scientific app aratus and 
equipm ent , often outside of any requir ed school assignm ent . 
11. Positive Academic Attitud e 
Liked school and teache rs very much; teachers 
were more success ful in arousing academic inte rests; 
enjoye d specific courses more; did more hours of homework. 
12. Religious Activity 
Very active in chur ch , re ligious or charitable 
orga nizations; comp ared to others of the same age, more 
often went to chur ch , and had stronger re ligious belief. 
13. Sibling Friction 
More often argued or fought with siblin gs; had 
more youn ger brother and sisters, close to their 
own age; more friction amnd fee lings of competition. 
Total Varia nce Explained 
% Varian ce 
Explained 
3.5 
3. 1 
3. 1 
2.3 
2.3 
2.2 
2.1 
2.0 
1.9 
1.8 
1.5 
1.3 
1.1 
28.2% 
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Figure 1 depicts the other main events in the extraordinarily-complex 
iterative procedure underlying the assignment of Bio-Data sub-groups, for 
males only. Third-generation computers permit such multitudinous compari-
sons oflarge numbers of individuals in all developmental-interest dimensions. 
Even given recent quantum computationa l advances, it is still not possible to 
evaluate all possible fits of all subjects in the present population into all 
possible sub-groups. A least-squares algorithm is used to approach this opti-
mal solution. 
FIGURE l. A Flow Chart of the Main Events in Assigning 
A Male Population to 23 Sub-Groups Based on Developmental-Interest Profiles. 
pool of 2000 items 14 
questionnaire with 369 
biographical items 
questionnaire administered to 1037 freshman 
males at University of Georgia 
13 inte rpret ed factors, or "deve lopmental-interest dimensions ," 
were isolated by principal components analysis 
followed by Varimax rotations 15 
761 Ss (73%} 
initially assigned to 
single sub-groups 
each S was described by a 
developmental -interest proflle 
based on the 13 factors 
individuals Ss were clust ered 
in terms of similarities/differences 
on their profiles , using a 
hierarchical grouping technique 16 
which makes no assumptions as to 
the number of sub-groups in a data batch 
23 male sub-groups wer e17 
identified 
80 Ss (8%} 
did not 
fit any 
sub-groups 
106 Ss (19%) 
fit two 
or more 
sub-groups 
276 Ss 
assigt1ed to 
"best fit" 
sub-groups 
14 J. Bryson , "The Dimensions of Early Human Experience. " Paper presented at the Annual 
Meeting , Southern Society for Philosophy and Psychology , Miami , April 1969. 
15 Schoenfeldt , "Life Experience as A Moderator in the Prediction of Educational Criteria. " 
16J. H. Ward , Jr ., and M. E. Hook ," Application of A Hierarchical Groupit1g Procedure to A 
Probl em of Grouping Profiles ," Journal of the American Statistical Association , Vol. 58 (1963}, 
pp. 236-44 . 
17For females , 15 developmental-interest dimensions generated 15 Bio-Data sub-groups. 
Note also that Tables 2, 3, and 6 below are based on N = 761, or that part of the male 
population that was uniquely classifiable by the iterative technology . Basically, however , this 
paper works with the Bio-Data sub-group assignments for all 1037 males, with 276 assignments 
being made on a "best fit" basis after the materials in Tables 2, 3, and 6 were developed . Scientific 
caution prompted tbe initial decision to work with N = 761, which subsequent work de-
monstrated was more cautious than essen tial. 
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In sum, th Bio-Data approach seeks to permit more accurat and conv -
nient pr diction of future b havior , ba d on a ystematic consid ration of 
past d v lopm ntal xperi n s and interest , which r suit in the assign-
ment of individuals to a manageable numb r of sub-groups. tripp d of 
technical detail , the Bio-Data approach striv s to take into a count thre 
commonsense notions about the int raction of individuals differences and 
b havior. First, the Bio-Data approach urges that it is not strategic to se k to 
d scribe or predict behavior from one or a f, w de criptor variables. The goal is 
a compreh nsive set of pr dictors. This r fleets the complexity of human 
experiences and int rests , simply. 
econd, the Bio-Data approach propose · to di.ffi rentiate homog neous 
sub-groups of individuals possessing various combinations of descriptor vari-
ables. That i , the many combinations of individual scores on the comprehen-
si e s t of pr dictors ar crucial. omplex statistical on ntions con titute 
the d cision rul s gov ming th assignments of individual . R I vantly, note 
that the 13 developmental-intere t dimensions in Table 1 a factors account 
for relatively little of the total variance. By hypothesis , it is the clustering by a 
hierarchical grouping proc dur of individual into sub-groups with complex 
patterns of similarities/differences on thos 13 dimen ions that pro ide the 
basic analytic power of the Bio-Data approa h. tits mo tel mental , then , 
the Bio-Data approach postulat es-for-testing the proposition that individuals 
need not be considered unique for all purposes. Granted , that is, that th 
developmental experiences and inter sts of all individuals are ultimately 
unique , the Bio-Data approach seeks to isolate clusters of individuals whose 
experiences/interests are similar nough to b statistically gregated. This 
reflects the commonplace obser ation that individuals are both differ ntand 
similar. 
Third , th Bio-Data approach proposes only that xtr me scores on any 
criterion variable will tend to fall in a few of the sub-groups - high scores in 
some, low scor sin other sub-group . Th rationale under lying thi · xp ta-
tion is straightforward. If the Bio-Data sub-groups do isolate beha ioral 
differences, and if distribution of any specific behaviora l differ nces i mor -
or-less normal, extreme diffi rences should hav an affinity for a few of the 
sub-groups. 
At the present time , it is not po sibl to confidently predict which specific 
Bio-Data subgroups, or how man of th m, will demonstrate an affinity for 
extreme scores on any crit rion variable. But it appears that such an affinity 
exists for almost all variable thus far tudi d. 
onsider the ariables "made D an's List" and "placed on probation or 
dismissed " in Table 2, for example. The entrie for mo t sub-groups cluster 
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around the grand means for the two variables, while some of the sub-groups 
have Hi/Lo entries that differ substantially from the grand mean. The large 
chi-square values imply that the differences are very unlikely to be random. 
Patently , such behavioral differences imply the significance of the Bio-Data 
sub-groups, both for practical as well as analytic purposes. 
TABLE 2. Affinity of Extreme Scores on Two Criterion Variables for Bio-Data Sub-Groups in a 
University Population. 
Per Cent on 
Per Cent 011 Probation or 
Sub-groups N Dean 's List Dismissed 
1 44 26 44 
2 48 44 - Hi 31 - Lo 
3 73 21 65 - Hi 
4 33 52 - Hi 21 - Lo 
5 31 23 45 
6 17 18 18 - Lo 
7 14 62 - Hi 8 - Lo 
8 48 21 44 
9 34 24 70 - Hi 
10 29 11 - Lo 41 
11 25 39 30 - Lo 
12 42 36 38 
13 58 17 55 
14 27 42 31 - Lo 
15 25 32 44 
16 24 26 43 
17 22 77 - Hi 14 - Lo 
18 22 27 50 
19 14 15 54 
20 45 7 - Lo 71 - Hi 
21 25 60- Hi 36 
22 37 11 - Lo 75 - Hi 
23 24 8 - Lo 67 - Hi 
T = 761 Grand 28 per cen t 47 per cent 
Mean 
Chi 
square 97.57 89.94 
P <. 001 P <. 001 
Data are taken from Lyle F. Schoenfeldt, " Maximum Manpow er Uti lization ," p. 34. Paper 
presented at Annual Mee ting American , Psychological Association , Honolulu , September 1972. 
The same point has been demonstrated by an analysis of the association of 
26 "marker vaTiables" with the Bio-Data sub-groups. 18 The marker variables 
are a set of commonly-used social-psychological measures , one of which is 
"direct F-Scale," a measure often used i.n political research. Table 3 illustrates 
the common pattern for 24 of the 26 marker variables. Interpretively, the 
F-ration of 3.98 for all 23 sub-groups indicates that the aggregate between-
18 For a review of thes e 26 associations, see Rober t T. Golembiewski, Keith R. Billingsley, 
and Rober t Munz enrider, "Individual Differences and Voting Behavior : Some Pre liminary 
Mapping Using Bio-Data Approach." MS. 
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group vs. within-group variance is grea t enough to attain statistica l signifi-
cance (P < .01). But not all pairs of sub-groups have F -Scale means that differ 
significant ly. To illustrat e, the means of sub-gro ups 11 and 17 do not differ 
significant ly, whil e the mean for sub-group 10 differs from the means of both 
llandl7 . 
TABLE 3. An Illu stration of the General Pattern of Bio-Data Sub-Group Affinity for Extreme 
Differen ces in Marker Vadablcs. 
Sub-gro up s Mean Di.reel 
F-Scalc 
l 42.2 abedt 
2 44.2 abc 
3 38.8 ed Lo 
4 37.7 d Lo 
5 44.0 abed 
6 43.8 abed 
7 41.9 abed 
8 43.6 abed 
9 45.8 ab Hi 
10 47.8 a Hi 
11 38.8 cd Lo 
12 42.9 abed 
13 44.3 abc 
14 43.0 abed 
15 44.5 abc 
16 41.4 bed 
17 40.1 bed 
18 41.5 bed 
19 40.2 bed 
20 44.l abc 
21 44.0 abed 
22 42.3 abed 
23 37.7 d Lo 
Grand Mean 42.9 
F-ratio 3.98 
P < .01 
tAny sub-groups having at least one common subscript after their means do not significantly 
differ , as determined by Newman-Keuls test. 
The impli ed chaUenge in these ea rly deve lopmen tal days is to cl term in 
whether the Bio-D ata sub-groups are character ized by different behaviors 
over the full range of activ ities. 19 The potential pay-off is patent. Pe rhap s the 
most powerful b havioral stat ement that can be made abou t an individual is 
that he/she is a member of a sub-group charac terized by similar behavior. As 
19Some of thi s work will be reviewed below. Additiona lly, see Lyle F. cho nfe ldt , " Life 
Experiences As A Mode rator in the Pred iction of Educational Criteria." Paper pre ented at the 
Annual Mee ting, American Educational Researc h Association , Minn eapolis, Minn ., March 1970; 
Patrick R. Pint o, Su/Jgrouping in Prediction. npublished doctoral dissertation , niversity of 
Georgia, 1970; and C. D. Milner, Biodata Correlates of Decision-Making . Unpublished master' 
thesis, University of Cerogia , 1970. 
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Owens expressed this developmental challenge: 20 
Ultimately , the persons within a [Bio-Data] subgroup have similar patterns of 
prior experience, . . . and should thus tend, by hypothesis , to exhibit similar 
patterns of concurrent and future behavior. [The next questions are] broadly 
concerned with the significance and meaningfulness of this subgrouping: that 
is, What are the behavioral correlates of subgroup membership? 
Some of this work has already been done, 21 with results that support the 
efficacy of the Bio-Data approach. Available work tends to be of two kinds: 
provocative if preliminary work with academic performance like that re-
viewed above , and effort within traditional lines of psychological research , 
such as that which demonstrates that leaders of small experimental groups are 
likely to come from among subjects assigned to a few of the Bio-Data sub-
groups , and especially one of them. This article , plus the broader research of 
which it is a part, are similarly intended to address some of those next 
questions which Owens stresses , with emphasis on politically-relevant vari-
ables. 
ELECTORAL CHOICE AND THE BIO-DATA APPROACH 
While the Bio-Data approach was in its early development stages, it was 
decided to initiate a parallel study with much of the same population, tapping 
a large variety of politically-relevant data from the original Bio-Data popula-
tion, with a focus on the 1970 Georgia gubernatorial primary and general 
elections. Three waves of Political Que tionnaires (PQ) were mailed , indi-
vidual returns of which were coded in terms of 411 variables. PQ sought 
self-reports about voting behavior , both about intention and performance , 
and also solicited information about a wide range of attitudes such as candidate 
preference, politica l efficacy, radica lism, and so on. 
A. RESPO SE RATES TO PQ 
Since the PQ focus was on the 1970 Georgia gubernatorial primary and 
general e lections, questionnaires were sent only to those 857 males in the full 
Bio-Data population of 1037 who had state mailing addresses. Other complex 
conventions governed the choice of target-populations for the second and 
third waves of questionnaires. In summary , these data characterize the 
response-rate experience: 
20 Owens , "A Quasi-Actuarial Basis for Individual Assessment ," p. 993. 
2
'1bid., pp . 995-96. 
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Qt1estion11aires 
PQ 
Responses Respo nse 
Tim e Sent Receive d Rat e 
Wave I Before 
Primary 857 445 52.04% 
Wave II Before 
General 
Election 412 295 71.6% 
Wave III After 
General 
Election 653 335 51.3% 
These response rates do not seem to imply any se1ious sampling problems . 
The response rates are substantial especially since the target-populations 
included some inappropriate targets such as persons moving out of state, etc. 
Since the sub-groups are homogen eous by design , mor eover , even a small 
number of cases in each sub-group should suffice to mirror the full sub-
population . The s in Tabl e 4 for each sub-group seem to mee t this gentle 
requirement with ease, with the possible exce ption of sub-group 19. Re-
latedly , see also the discussion associated with Table 5. 
B. VOTI GA D BIO-DATA SUB-GROUPS 
The usefulness and limitations of the Bio-Data approach can be illustrated 
further by testing associations with: one measure of electorally-relevant at-
titudes , 4 measures of voting intent , and 3 measures of electoral behavior. All 
data were gathered during the 1970 primary and general gubernatorial elec-
tions in Georgia. Most of the measures referred to in Table 4 are self-
explanatory , but not e two points. Sense of Citizen Duty to Vote 22 is measured 
by 4 items , with a high score indicating an individual's decision to vote on 
principle , even if ther e is no chance to win , even if the voter feels apathetic , 
and so on . Participation in 1970 Election Campaigns is a cumulative score 
derived from respondent self-reports about 10 varieties of participation, 
which activities are equally weighted for purposes of scoring. A high core 
indicates high participation , as judged by: 
Discussing politics with friends 
Voting 
Wearing campaign buttons 
Putting bumper stickers on cars 
Attempting to persuade others to vote for a candidate 
Working in some candidate 's campaign 
Making campaign contributions 
Attending po litical rallies 
Joining political parties or clubs 
Soliciting campaign contributions 
22 Angus Campbell, Gerald Gurin, and Warren E. Miller , Th e Vot er Decides (Evanston , Ill .: 
Row. Peterson , 1954), pp . 187-199. 
TABLE 4. Bio-Data Sub-groups and Measures of Voting Intention and Reported Behavior. ,_. 
t,:) 
00 
Voted in Previous Voted in 1970 Po,-ticipaliun in 
Sense of Citizen Stale Election(s). General Election, 1970 Election 
Duty to Vote Voting Int ention. 1970 Primary, Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Campaigns Bio-Data 
Bio-Data Plan Not Suh-group 
Sub-group N M ean N Democra tic Repuhli can U,u/ecided to Vote N Yes N Yes N M ean 
l 19 7.2 19 64.7 I l.8 23.5 00.0 19 36.8 1 15 80.0 15 4.0 1 
2 35 7.5 35 69.0 17.2 13.8 11.0 35 22.9 2 24 87.5 24 4.2 2 
3 24 7.0 25 69.6 13.0 8.7 8.7 24 58.3 3 16 75.0 16 3.8 3 
4 17 6.9 17 42.9 21.4 21.4 14.3 17 47.l 4 16 75.0 16 4.4 4 
5 12 7.3 12 58.3 33.3 8.3 00.0 12 25.0 5 10 80.0 10 2.8 5 
6 12 7.5 12 63.3 27.3 0.0 9.1 12 41.7 6 11 81.8 11 4.4 6 '-' 0 7 14 6.7 14 36.4 9.1 27.3 27.3 14 71.4 7 10 50.0 10 3.1 7 C 
8 19 7.2 20 38.9 22.2 27.8 11.1 19 57.9 8 12 75.0 12 3.8 8 ;:r:, z 9 14 7.4 14 76.9 00.0 15.4 7.7 14 35.7 9 11 72.7 11 3.7 9 > 
10 17 6.9 17 70.6 00.0 17.6 11.8 17 47. l 10 16 50.0 16 2.6 10 r 0 11 17 6.8 18 61.l 16. 7 5.6 16. 7 17 5.9 11 12 91.7 12 3.6 11 "l 
12 37 6.9 37 51.6 25.8 6.5 16.1 37 45.9 12 24 70.8 24 3.0 12 "'d 
13 35 7.1 36 50.0 18.8 21.9 9.4 35 51.4 13 25 76.0 25 3.7 13 0 r 14 28 7.0 28 60.9 8. 7 8.7 21.4 28 50.0 14 20 65.0 20 4.1 14 3 15 15 7,2 16 61.5 23.1 15.4 00.0 15 26.7 15 l4 50.0 14 3.3 15 (") 
16 14 7.3 14 57.l 25.7 0.0 7.1 14 21.4 16 13 84.6 13 4.2 16 > r 17 15 7.6 16 62.5 25.0 12.5 00.0 16 31.3 17 14 85.7 14 3.5 17 v:, 
18 22 7.0 22 60.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 22 45.5 18 17 82.4 18 4.2 18 (") 
19 7 7.1 7 33.3 50.0 11.0 16. 7 7 42.9 19 5 100.0 5 5.0 19 ;i 
20 16 7.4 17 75.0 12.5 12.5 00.0 17 47. 1 20 15 80.0 15 4.0 20 z (") 
21 16 7.0 16 20.0 20.0 33.3 26.7 16 50.0 21 17 52.9 17 2.6 21 t"l 
22 17 7.4 18 4.4 38.9 5.6 11.1 17 35.3 22 8 100.0 8 4.5 22 
23 15 7.0 15 71.4 14.3 14.3 00.0 15 40 .0 23 6 83.3 6 3.3 23 
N = 437 N = 445 N = 439 N = 331 N = 332 
F-ra tio = 1.639 Probabiliti es of chi-square v,tlues, chi-square, chi-square, F-ratio = 1.503 
p = .035 23 Bio-Data Sub-groups X P = .047 P = .12 1 p = .07 
- Dem . vs. Rep. vs. Undecided vs. Plan 
Not , P = .20 
- Dem vs. Rep. vs. All Oth er, P = .057 
- Dem. + Rep. vs. All Oth er, P = .074 
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The Ns in Table 4 vary in minor ways due to missing data, and sometimes 
in substantial degree because data came from a three-wave panel design with 
variable target-populations and response rates. 
A three-stage analysis ofTable 4 is necessary. First , overall , the data imply 
that some Bio-Data sub-groups have an affinity for extreme scores on the 8 
measures reported. By eyeball inspection , for example , only 20 per cent of the 
respondents classified in sub-group 21 report an intent to vote Democratic in 
the 1970 Georgia gubernatorial primary, while almost 77 per cent of those in 
sub-group 9 so report. Similarly , a whopping 33 per cent of sub-group 21 are 
Undecided , which contrast most sharply with sub-groups 6 and 16. The values 
for most sub-groups cluster around the grand means , for all measures reported 
in Table 4. Several statistical tests also imply signiflcant non-random variation 
in Table 4. In two cases , there are 1 or 2 chances in 10 that the differences 
observed are due to chance. Th e other 5 cases center around the 95 per cent 
level of confidence that the differences are non-nrndom . 
The data in Table 4 support a clear conclusion , on balance. The ub-groups 
tend to distinguish statistically significant variation in a number of political 
variables , and this urges further and more de tailed investigation of the Bio-
Data approach. 
Reinforcing this conclusion , second , the basic pattern of non-random 
variation in Table 4 is explained neither by variation in the 13 individual 
developmental-interest dimensions on which the Bio-Data sub-groups arc 
based , nor in terms of systematic bias introduced by response rates. Table 5 
supports the two working conclusions in several ways. Note that it reflects the 
covariation of two variables at a time , arrayed in terms of each sub-group 's 
rank-order on each variable. Consequently , = 23 for each reported 
product-moment correlation coefficient . This is a convenience legitimated by 
the early stage of present work. Illustratively , each sub-group is ranked in 
terms of the degree to which its members reported experiencing Parental 
Warmth. And each sub-group is ranked 4 times in terms of each voting 
measures and response rate. The rhos in the first row of Table 5 are then 
calculated. And so on for each developmental-interest factor. 
Overall , the low coeffi.cien ts in Table 5 imply that neither the three kinds of 
voting intentions nor first wave Responses Rate systematically co-vary with 
the 13 individual developmental-interest factors. Only 2 of the 52 entri s 
achieve the .05 level , specifically. This is consistent with the conceptual 
emphasis in the Bio-Data approach on combinations of the factors rather than 
on individual factors. 
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TABLE 5. Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients 
Adjusted for Ties Among Ranks , between Developmental-Interest Factors 
and Three Measures of Voting lntention. 
Deve lopm ental-Int erest Voting Int ention, t Per Cent Response Rate , 1st Wav e, 
Factors Per Cent 
Dem. Rep. Undec . 
Parental Warmth -. 3933 .2496 -. 0827 .0654 
Academic Achievement .4002 -. 1250 -. 0327 -. 6451 
Social Introv ersio n .1653 .2189 -. 1144 -.347 0 
Athletic Int erest -. 1463 -. 1344 .0574 .1750 
Pseudo-intellectualism -. 0269 -. 1008 .1485 .0203 
erbal AJ!iressivencs s/ 
Indepen ence -. 0189 - .3099 .6203 .1127 
ocioeconomic Status .1673 -. 3296 -. 0153 .1745 
Parental Control 
vs. Freedom -. 2290 .0870 .0842 .3945 
Positive Adjustment .3086 -. 2960 -. 0040 -. 0188 
Scientil,c Int eres t .2479 -. 1651 .0876 .1903 
Positive Academic Attitude .2678 -. 3776 .0871 .1409 
Religious Activity .1035 -. 2278 .2995 -. 1972 
Sibling Friction -. 2389 .1656 -. 1738 .1369 
For N = 23 sub-groups, r_05 = .4124 by two-tailed test. 
tCoefficie nt s were not run for Ss Plannin g ot to Vote , du e to the small Ns . 
Third , the differential affinities in Table 4 can be elaborated, if crudely, via 
a specification of the distinguishing features of the several sub-groups. Table 6 
permits one approach to this specification by characterizing the sub-groups in 
terms of extreme scores on the 13 developmental-interest dimensions. These 
crude characterizations will be used to search for differences in the 9 sub-
groups from Table 4 which are highest vs. lowest on Planning Not to Vote: 
Sub-Croup 
7 
14 
21 
Highest 011 
Per Cent 
Plannin g Not to 
Vote 
23.3% 
21.4 
26.7 
Mean 25.1% 
Sub-Croup 
l 
2 
15 
17 
20 
23 
Lowest 011 
Per Cent 
Plannin g Not to 
Vote 
0.0% 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0% 
Analysis suggests some gross differences/similarities between Highest vs. 
Lowest sub-groups, interpreted in terms of extreme scores on the 13 
developmental-interest dimensions. Provisionally , the crude patternings 
suggest two variants of Highest sub-groups, both sharing high Academic 
Achievement and high Social Introversion. One variant - composed of 
sub-groups 7 and 14 - may be called the Alienated Academic Achiever. 
,...; 
TABLE 6. Characterizations of Bio-Data Sub-groups in Terms of Extreme Scores on Developmental-Interest Factors. M 
,...; 
Group Diff erencest § on Bio-Data Dim ensions 
Sub- Paren . Acad. Soc. Athl . Pseudo- Verb Paren. Pos. Sci . Acad . Relig. Sib. 
Group N Wannth Ach. Intr o. Int er. Int el/. Ag ress. SES Contr . Adjust . Int er. Attit. Activ . Frie. 
l 44 EL•• 1,• VL•• vtt• 
2 48 EH••• EL•• MH• 
3 73 H••• VL•• 
4 33 MH• VL* EL* MH• L*** 
5 31 VL* EH .. EL•• 
6 17 L**• EH••• VL• L• EH•• H .. VL•• 
7 14 VH• H*** EL•• ML• L•• EL•• 
8 48 MH• VJ.P H•• 
"' 9 34 EH••• MH•• VL• VL•• u 
i: 10 29 v1-1• MH• MH* VL• ML•• VH•• 
"' 11 25 H*•• ML• L• tt••· a: 
t,J 12 42 ML• VH• VL• VL• ML•• ML• 
ti 13 58 L•• MH•• 
~ 14 27 MH• L•• VH•• EL•• 
< 15 25 H• EL•• H**** VH• 
:i: 16 24 H* EH•• H**** MH• u 
-l 17 22 tt••·· EH• H•• ML• 
< 18 22 EH• MH• L•• ::, 
Cl 19 14 EL•• MH• VH• EH•• VH• EH••• VH .. EH•• L•• 
> 20 45 VL* MH• VH•• ML•• 0 21 25 VH• VH• VB• L*** ~ 22 37 L*** ML • J-1.H• 
Cl 23 24 ML* L*** MH•• VL•• EL•• z 
< t H, L = Highest sub-group, Lowest sub-group (0.90 to 2.01 standard §Using the .05 leve l of Newman Keu ls test, t,J 
u deviations above mean ; or 0. 79 to 1.57 s.d. 's below mean) ••••indicates that a sub-group significant ly 
0 EH , EL = Extremely High, Extremely Low (more than l s.d. from mean ) differs from all other sub-groups 
:i: VH, VL = Very High, Very Low (between . 75 and I s.d. from mean ) •••indicates that a sub-gro uh significantly u 
-l MH , ML = Moderately High, Moderately Low (between .5 and. 75 s.d. differs from 19 to 21 oft e 23 sub-groups 
~ from mean) ••indicates that a sub-group significant ly 
0 Based on working papers , William A. Owens' Bio-Data project. differs from 16 to 18 of the 23 sub-groups 
ti • indicates that a sub -group significant ly 
t,J differs from 12 to 15 of the 23 sub-groups 
-l 
t,J 
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Individuals in these 2 sub-groups tend to be low on Athletic Int erest , SES , 
Parental Control , and Positive Control , and Positive Adjustment. The second 
va1;ant might be called the Athletic Academic Achiever , as described in the 
profile of sub-group 21 sketched in Table 6. Its members seem low on Verbal 
Aggressiveness /Independence , and may tentatively be said to define 
academics and the athletic field as their co-major arenas for expression/ 
resolution of needs . There is an alternative hypothesis . Athletic Interest may 
be a recessive characteristic , with the combination of high Academic 
Achievement and high Scoial Introversion being dominant in determining the 
intent not to vote. 
Similar profiles for the Lowest sub-groups - those with no memb e rs 
planning not to vote - are considerably more complex and indeterminate . 
Provisionally, for example , one might distinguish two clusters of Academic 
Achievement among the Lowest sub-groups , in which all respondents report 
an intention to vote. Persons in sub-groups 20 and 23 are low on Academic 
Achievement , and they contrast in this regard with all other subgroups whose 
members exhibit lowest rates of Planning Not to Vote , and especially with 
sub-groups 2 and 17. 
These speculations might be continued , but it should already be clear that 
the next questions are numerous and significant. Do the sub-groups that are 
high vs. low on Academic Achievement also differ , for example , on Issue 
Orientation vs. Candidate Orientation? Or can the two sets of sub-groups 
usefully be differentiated as Cosmopolitan vs. Local? The PQ data will permit 
exploration of such questions , and many others. But that complex work will be 
the burden · of other papers. Hence the purpose is mrely to suggest the kind of 
analysis permitted by the Bio-Data approach. 
CONCLUSION 
The precis of the argument above emphasizes three key words : illustrative 
and promising but preliminary. The affinity of extreme scores on several 
political variables for a few of the Bio-Data sub-groups suggest the value of that 
approach in the systematic analysis of individual differences and political 
behavior. That affinity also implies the usefulness of the complex iterative 
technology underlying the definition of Bio-Data sub-groups. These two 
factors supply sufficient motivation for us to share the results, despite the 
massive challenges to data-processing and analysis that will be involved in 
going beyond the several conveniences reflected above. 
Several other motivators deserve explicit statement. First, the goal is to 
stimulate a new wave of attention to the interaction of individual differences 
and voting behavior. Greenstein tells us that the former "is, in fact, not a 
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thriving scholarly endeavor " in Political Science. 23 And voting behavior, 
which is particularly amenable to scientific inquiry, seems to have plateaued 
in recent years after the substantial progress of the past two decades or so. 
Second, hopefully , this illustration will motivate replications, as well as 
additional uses of the Bio-Data approach in studying other political 
phenomena. The basic refinement of the approach, as well as the validation of 
its results and derivative theory, will come only from such work. The recent 
availability of a short-form of the Bio-Data questionnaire , which highly corre-
lates with the long-form , will facilitate such replication. 
Third , the goal here is to contribute to the process of building content into 
the Bio-Data sub-groups , whose present existence (as it were ) is defined 
largely in terms of an iterative statistical technology. This reverses some 
common scientific pathways, in essence, and is perhaps therefore all the more 
attractive. More or less typically, that is , the model of empirical research is 
one of building upwards: of isolating and replicating sets of relationships, 
continually refining and expanding theoretical networks of middle-level 
range , and developing from them classifications or categorizations of greater 
comprehensiveness and abstractness. The Bio-Data approach, in contrast, 
begins with such a classification and works back toward sets of relationships in 
nature which should hypothetically be isolated by the Bio-Data sub-groups. 
Results thus far imply the value of this reversal of the common pathway. 
23Grenstein, op . cit ., p . 2. 
